
My Rooms My Scenes My Schedules

®

A simple touch creates a new home experience



TaHomA® puts whole home control and convenience at your fingertips



Have you ever been at work and wondered if you turned off the lights at home?
Ever come home in the dark and wished you had left the lights on?
Wanted to adjust the thermostat without leaving your seat?

It’s all possible with TaHomA — a Total Home Automation solution from Somfy Systems 

TaHomA gives you complete control of products in your home such as Somfy-powered motorized shades, rolling shutters, 

awnings, projection screens, lights, and thermostats.  Independently or in sync - from inside your home or remotely.   

 

And it’s not just about comfort and convenience.  TaHomA manages your home’s “Energy Triangle” (motorized window 

coverings, lights, and thermostats) to ensure your home is running as efficiently as possible.  As you read this brochure, 

you may start imagining your life with TaHomA. But at Somfy, we hope you’ll remember one thing: There’s nothing like 

experiencing TaHomA in the comfort of your own home. 
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TaHomA® puts whole home control and convenience at your fingertips
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6:30 AM
Good Morning

exact location.  That means you can wake up 

to a welcoming home environment — with the 

perfect combination of natural and artificial 

lighting.  Temperature can be regulated too.  

Perhaps you like to lower the temperature 

when you sleep, then warm things up as  

your household comes to life.  No matter  

what you prefer, TaHomA is waiting  

for your command.  

Even if you’re a morning person, waking  

up and getting your day started can be  

challenging.  Use TaHomA’s Schedules to 

automatically let sunlight in where you need 

it and lower shades for privacy where  

you don’t.

Ever wanted your home to wake up with the 

sun?  TaHomA can automatically trigger Scenes 

based on the sunrise and sunset times of your 

TAHoMA SeTS THe Scene

•  Bedroom:  
Shades oPen for sunshine,  
Lights oFF

•  Bathroom:  
Blinds cLoSeD for privacy,  
Lights on

•  Thermostat: 
78 Degrees  
(Summer “AT HoMe” setting)

•  Kitchen: 
Blinds oPen for sunshine,  
Lights oFF

Great mornings start with TaHomA

Start your day with just the right amount  
of light and privacy
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“ My DAyS  
START eARLy…
The good news is I don’t have to 

fight traffic.  The bad news is that 

I’m on the road when most people 

are still in dreamland.  TaHomA 

lets my house wake up with me.  It 

also lets me control what happens 

even when I’m not at home.  I 

lower the thermostat to save ener-

gy and raise the blinds so my home 

is warmed by the sun.  It’s amazing 

the difference that makes.”

TaHomA offers a variety of in-wall controls,  
such as this 4-button Scene controller.

TaHomA’s user interface lets you program different Scenes for different times and 

control them using automated Schedules. Want to change something in the middle 

of the day? You can, from any internet-connected computer, smartphone, iPad®, 

or tablet that supports Adobe® Flash® player.  
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Or you can lower the thermostat to save on 

heating costs and open shades to let the 

sunlight in, helping heat your home in the 

Fall and Winter. 

And best of all, you can check all of the  

settings remotely from your computer,   

even change settings on the fly if your needs 

— or the weather — change.

Ever wonder what happens in your home 

when you’re not there?  With TaHomA, 

you’ll know exactly what goes on — because 

you’ve chosen preprogrammed settings to 

automatically maximize your home’s energy 

efficiency.  You can keep the shades closed 

when the sun is most direct in the Spring and 

Summer, helping your home stay cooler with 

or without air conditioning.  

When you’re at work  
TaHomA doesn’t take a break

9:30 AM
Daytime-Away

TAHoMA SeTS THe Scene

•  First Floor:  
Blinds cLoSeD for energy savings,  
Lights oFF

•  Second Floor:   
Shades cLoSeD for energy savings,  
Lights oFF

•  Thermostat: 
82 Degrees  
(Summer “AWAy” Setting)

Hard at work even when nobody’s  
home to notice
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I’ve always been into technology.  

So the TaHomA system really made 

sense for my family.  The secure  

online interface lets me check in 

on my home even when I’m miles 

away.  And I love knowing that  

my family will feel safe arriving  

at a fully illuminated and  

comfortable home.”

When you’re at work  
TaHomA doesn’t take a break

“ IT’S ALL THe LITTLe 
THIngS...

TaHomA gives you all kinds of control options, including an easy-to-use PC 

interface.  Raise or lower blinds and awnings, toggle lights, and even adjust your 

thermostat — all while sitting at your desk.
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Just the word “home” invokes all sorts of 

warm feelings and memories.  Comfort.   

That’s exactly what TaHomA can serve up 

whenever you activate a preprogrammed 

“Evening” Scene with your iPhone® on the 

way home.  Cue pathway lighting, and just 

the right combination of interior lighting and 

privacy.  Whether you like the drapes open so 

you can see inside your house before you enter 

or closed for privacy — the choice is yours.

You can also create Scenes to make your life 

easier after you get home.  For example, to 

light your kitchen workstations when preparing 

a family meal.

TaHomA makes your home 
even nicer to come home to

TAHoMA SeTS THe Scene

•  Outdoor Lights:  
Pathway and Porch Lights on

•  First Floor:  
Shades cLoSeD for privacy,  
Lights on for convenience 

•  Garage Lights:  
on for security

•  Thermostat:  
78 Degrees  
(Summer “AT HoMe” Setting)

A warm welcome, no matter what the season

Pictured here is a unique 5-button Scene 
Controller that can be programmed  

with your favorite Scenes.

5:30 PM
Evening
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As a lawyer, my hours can be un-

predictable.  On those nights when 

I know it’s going to be a late one, 

I appreciate how TaHomA lets me 

choose my ‘Night Welcome Home’ 

Scene from my laptop or even my 

smartphone.  Instead of coming 

home to a dark house, I get the 

reassurance and comfort of one 

that’s fully lit.”

“ IT PAyS FoR ITSeLF  
In PeAce oF MInD...

Awnings

Window Coverings

Lights

Thermostats

Integral to the TaHomA system is a secure 

interface that’s simple and straightforward.  

Want to raise the temperature setting?  Click 

on the up arrow.  Want to cool things 

down?  Click on the down arrow.  Want to 

switch rooms?  That’s as simple as clicking on 

“Kitchen” or “Kids’ Bedroom”.

A graphic interface that’s clear and easy to use.
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Relax...we’ll get the lights

8:00 PM
Relax

TAHoMA SeTS THe Scene

•  Outdoor Lights:  
on for security

•  First Floor:  
Shades cLoSeD for privacy 

•  First Floor:  
Lights DIMMeD for ambiance

•  Thermostat:  
67 Degrees  
(Winter “nIgHT” Setting)

After a day’s work, sometimes you just want 

to curl up with a loved one or a great book.  

TaHomA’s got you covered either way — simply 

program a Scene to set the exact ambiance 

you’re going for, then activate it using our 

intuitive controls. You might even want to name 

the Scene “Relax”. 

Should a little in-home entertaining be in 

your plans, TaHomA makes it easy to make 

your guests feel even more welcome.  Make 

sure your entry pathways and your kitchen 

workstations are illuminated, but dial back 

your dining room fixture for a truly inviting 

atmosphere.  

TaHomA can even make staying in more fun
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And TaHomA makes me feel like a 

king.  It’s almost like having a staff 

of people at my disposal.  ‘Lights 

off’, ‘Awnings Close’, ‘Temperature 

Up’.  Done at the touch of a 

button.  And nothing’s cooler than 

having friends over for movie night 

and lowering the blinds and the 

lights from the convenience of the 

couch.  Now if they could just make 

a module that pops the popcorn!”

“ My HoMe IS  
My cASTLe...  

Your Scene options are only limited by your imagination 

Every TaHomA user is unique.  And so are the Scenes you can create.  TaHomA makes 

it easy to modify your Scenes if things in your life change — whether it’s something as 

small as a few last minute RSVPs to  dinner or as large as a new member of the family.
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Get ready for a truly good goodnight

11:00 PM
Goodnight

TAHoMA SeTS THe Scene

•  Outdoor Lights:  
Pathway and Porch Lights  
on for security

•  First Floor:  
Blinds cLoSeD for privacy,  
Lights OFF for efficiency 

•  Second Floor:  
Master Bathroom Blinds  
cLoSeD for privacy; Hallway  
light on for safety

•  Thermostat:  
67 Degrees  
(Winter “nIgHT” Setting)

How many times have you been settling in  

for the night when all of a sudden you 

wonder if you turned off the lights in living 

and dining areas?  You have to get out of bed, 

throw on slippers and a robe, and walk down 

to check.  All of which does not help you get a 

good night’s sleep.

With TaHomA, you never have to worry again.  

You can schedule these lights to go off at a 

specific time, or simply press the “Goodnight” 

button on a nearby scene controller.  You can 

also set Scenes on motion sensors to activate 

before or after a specific time.  All of this is 

possible — all without leaving the comfort of 

your bed.

TaHomA lets you go to bed and stay there
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With TaHomA, our bedtime has 

finally become more routine.  I can 

leave a light on so my daughter can 

fall asleep peacefully, then turn it 

off without leaving my own bed. 

And those times when my husband 

and I are craving a midnight snack?  

TaHomA makes it simple to light  

our way to the kitchen without 

fumbling around in the dark.   

Plus, if I hear any noises during the 

night, I can light up the house  

with the touch of a button.”

“ IT DoeS eveRyTHIng 
BuT TuCK her in...

Motion Sensors add safety  
and convenience 

In addition to switches, dimmers, and scene 

controllers that are all wirelessly connected 

to the TahomA system, installations can also 

include motion sensors to trigger selected 

Scenes. For example, you can choose to 

have the route from a guest bedroom to a 

hallway bathroom programmed to a motion 

sensor so visitors don’t have to fumble in the 

dark. Or enable TaHomA’s intelligent “Home 

Occupancy” feature for whole home energy 

management. This feature synchronizes 

multiple motion sensors to make sure that 

when no one’s around, your home is as 

energy efficient as possible.

A range of controls from  
sophisticated to simple 

In addition to web and smartphone  

access, TaHomA offers a range  

of dedicated local controls.  For instance,  

table top controls are perfect for     

nightstands and coffee tables, so 

comfort is always within reach.  Diverse 

control options allow you to choose the 

ones that are right for you — and your 

family.
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TaHomA never takes a vacation, even if you do

 

Vacation

TAHoMA SeTS THe Scene

•  First Floor:   
Blinds OPEN, Lights on for security

•  Second Floor:  
Blinds cLoSeD,  
Lights ON for security

•  Back Patio:  
Awning cLoSeD 

•  Garage Lights:  
on for security

•  Thermostat:  
82 Degrees  
(Summer “AWAy”Setting)

TaHomA’s also great for managing a vacation 

home.  Imagine turning on the pool lights 

and the air conditioning before you arrive so 

you can dive right into a state of relaxation.  

Or lowering your rolling shutters at the end of 

your trip for added security.

Even when you’re not at home, you still have 

control over it.  That’s because TaHomA gives 

you the ability to create a customized “Away” 

Scene for those shorter trips — making sure 

your lights are off and coordinating your 

thermostat and shade settings for energy 

efficient heating and cooling.  And if you’ll 

be away for a while, you can create a new 

Schedule and randomize existing Scenes for a 

truly “lived in” look.  

There’s always someone at home
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TaHomA never takes a vacation, even if you do

TahomA lets you manage the critical “energy Triangle” of  
your home: Shades, Lights, and Thermostats.  Each plays an  

important role in the overall efficiency of your home.  TaHomA  

allows you to program settings that optimize energy usage.              

According to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and 

Department of Energy, using a programmable thermostat alone 

can save up to $180 a year.  So imagine how much more you 

could save using TaHomA.

I kid my wife that TaHomA adds  

a day to every single weekend  

trip and vacation we have.  And 

I’m only half kidding!  I used to 

spend a few hours getting the AC 

rolling and our old-fashion light 

timers taken down, and now it’s 

all done at the push of a button.  

There’s nothing like coming back 

from skiing to a warm house, and 

nothing like coming home from a 

week at the beach to the comfort of 

air conditioning.”

“ We WOrK hArd. BuT 
PLAy HARD, Too...
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Meet the heart & brains of TaHomA
TaHomA controller

This sleek, compact controller is the brains behind the 

TaHomA system. Using Z-Wave®, an interoperable, 

2-way RF mesh networking technology, the TaHomA 

controller serves as the nerve center of Somfy’s total 

home automation system. Once connected to your 

home’s network and programmed by an Authorized 

TaHomA dealer, use it to control motorized window 

coverings, awnings, rolling shutters, projection screens, 

lights and thermostats from wall switches, table top 

controls, tablets, smartphones, or computers connected 

to the internet.

TaHomA downloads system software and firmware 

updates automatically, ensuring the latest features are 

at your fingertips as soon as they become available.

New devices and system features are always in  

development and more innovations are just around 

the corner. Visit www.somfytahoma.com for the 

latest TaHomA product updates or contact your local           

authorized TaHomA dealer.

radio Technology Somfy® (RTS) 

While TaHomA uses Z-Wave® technology, it can still communicate seamlessly with 

Somfy’s Radio Technology Somfy® (RTS) protocol. These two wireless technologies 

are able to “speak” to each other through the Z-Wave to Radio Technology Somfy® 

Interface, or ZRTSI. The ZRTSI receives TaHomA’s Z-Wave commands and translates 

them into RTS. The ZRTSI can be used with up to 16 individual motorized products 

or 16 groups of motorized products and plugs discreetly into any standard outlet. 

Even though TaHomA includes a variety of control options, all of your 

Somfy RTS motorized products will continue to work with your existing 

RTS controls.  This means you can still use your favorite handheld or in-

wall RTS controls for on-the-go adjustments to your Somfy motorized 

products.
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Whether you have a computer, tablet, smartphone – or all three – TaHomA offers an intuitive 

graphic interface that makes it easy to control your home. Apps are available for iPhone®, iPad® and 

Android™ devices. Download the free TaHomA demo application from the App StoreSM online 
store to experience it for yourself.

Convenience comes in many sizes

iPhone® iPad® Computer

controls

Your home is truly unique, which is why we offer you a wide 

selection of control options.  So in addition to apps and web 

access for smartphones, tablets, and computers, TaHomA offers 

a variety of table top and in-wall control solutions.  You’ll love 

that each of our devices has a distinct look and feel so that you 

can choose which controls are right for you — and your home.

Somfy partnered with industry leaders Cooper, EvolveTM, and 

Leviton® to create a series of switches, dimmers, receptacles, 

modules, thermostats, and scene controllers specifically 

designed to work with TaHomA.  Each of these devices uses 

Z-Wave, just like TaHomA.  Once installed, your devices form a 

Z-Wave “mesh” network, where each device acts as a signal 

repeater — ensuring commands from TaHomA will be received 

regardless of distance and obstructions.

Z-Wave is a registered trademark of Zensys Inc. and/or its subsidiaries.
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How TaHomA works

Picture your home exactly the way you want it

4-BuTTOn SCene COnTrOLLer
Using this controller, you can 
access unique Scenes, such  
as “Morning”, “Dinner”,  
“Entertain” or “All On”. 

MoToRIzeD WInDoW coveRIngS 
TaHomA can communicate with 
any Somfy motorized products you 
already have, including shades, 
blinds, draperies, awnings, rolling 
shutters and projection screens.

zRTSI
Using advanced wireless 
technology, ZRTSIs ensure that 
each of your RTS motorized 
products can communicate with 
TaHomA.

Cooper Battery Operated dimmer/Switch
Use battery operated dimmers/switches for 
multi-way applications – no new wiring 
required.

Coming Soon

LCd TABLe TOP COnTrOL
Leave this table top controller by 
your nightstand to adjust your 
window coverings, lights and 
thermostat from the comfort of 
your own bed.

As you know, TaHomA stands for Total Home Automation, not partial or room specific 

automation. It truly is a comprehensive system that can be integrated into every room in your 

house. That’s why we have provided this 3-dimensional model to show you how TaHomA 

can make your house a home.  
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MoTIon SenSoR
By installing a motion sensor  
at your front door, your home 
will always be ready to 
 welcome you back.

rOLLinG ShuTTerS
TaHomA makes protecting your 
home easy. Create a Schedule to 
automatically control rolling shut-
ters – perfect for a second home or 
vacation property.

THeRMoSTAT
TaHomA can interact with your 
heating and cooling system to 
regulate the temperature in 
your home. 

PLuG in MOduLeS
You’ll have complete control 
over any freestanding lamps in 
your house — whether you’re 
home or not.

PRojecTIon ScReen
Put the finishing touch on 
any home theater experience 
by integrating your motorized 
projection screen into a 
TaHomA system. 

AWnIng
Use TaHomA to easily make 
adjustments to your motorized 
awnings as the weather 
changes.

DIMMeRS
Adjust light settings and set the 
mood for you and your guests.
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How TaHomA works

My Rooms
Each room with TaHomA-controlled devices 
gets its own icon within the TaHomA 
Dashboard.  In the example shown, there are 
devices in the Master Bedroom, Living Room, 
Kitchen, Kids’ Bedroom, Patio, and Driveway.

My Scenes 
A Scene is a collection of settings for a room 
or even your entire house. For example, 
your “Good Morning” Scene could set all of 
the shades and blinds in your bedrooms to 
open halfway to let in the light while still 
maintaining privacy.  At the same time, your 
kitchen lights can turn on in preparation for 
breakfast and the thermostat can adjust to  
a comfortable 70 degrees. There is no limit to 
the amount of Scenes you can create.

The TaHomA Dashboard
This is where you connect with TaHomA. From the LiveView Dashboard, you can access all your 

Scenes and activate individual devices. The Scene Configurator allows you to create as many Scenes 

as you like and the Schedule Configurator gives you the power to activate Scenes automatically

create the perfect atmosphere with unique Scenes.  
Whether it’s for a specific room or the entire house, you can create 

different Scenes for your preferences, from daily Scenes like “Good 

Morning” and “Good Night” to mood specific Scenes like “Movie” 

“Reading” and “Nap”.  A few of the most common choices are 

shown at right:

experience TaHomA with an interactive online demonstration tool 
Simply select the Scene or device in the room you wish to control and watch 

TaHomA adjust the shading, lighting and temperature in the home. This is the 

same TaHomA interface you’ll experience with a TaHomA system of your own. 

Visit www.SomfyTaHomA.com and click on the “Experience TaHomA” tab.
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My Schedules
Schedules automate Scenes. For example, if you leave the 
house for work every day during the week at 8:00AM, create 
a Schedule to automatically activate an “At Work” Scene 
Monday through Friday that turns off all the lights, raises the 
shades, and adjusts the thermostat to an energy efficient 
temperature. You can even set Schedules to turn on or off 
based on the sunrise and sunset times of your exact location. 
The Schedule Configurator’s “Randomize” feature allows you 
to randomize Schedule activation times to create a “lived-in” 
look while you’re not at home. 

• Afternoon
• All Off
• All On
• Away
• Dinner

• Energy Savings
• Entertain
• Evening
• Good Morning
• Good Night

• Movie
• Morning
• Nap
• Night Light
• Reading

• Vacation
• Welcome
• Whole House

And this is just the beginning!
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Products

COOPER 1000W DIMMER
The Cooper 1000W Dimmer replaces regular switches or dimmers  
for ON/OFF/DIM/BRIGHTEN control locally and through TaHomA. 

ALPINE WHITE 1822350  
DESERT SAND 1822351  

COOPER 1000W MLV DIMMER
The Cooper 1000W Magnetic Low Voltage Dimmer replaces regular 
switches or dimmers for ON/OFF/DIM/BRIGHT control of magnetic  
low voltage loads locally and through TaHomA.

ALPINE WHITE 1822343  
DESERT SAND 1822345 

COOPER  1000W ELV DIMMER
The Cooper 1000W  Electronic Low Voltage Dimmer replaces regular 
switches or dimmers for ON/OFF/DIM/BRIGHT control of electronic  
low voltage loads locally and through TaHomA.

ALPINE WHITE 1822346  
DESERT SAND 1822347 

COOPER 300W PLUG IN DIMMER MODULE
The Cooper 300W Plug In Dimmer Module provides ON/OFF/DIM/BRIGHT 
control of freestanding lights locally and through TaHomA.

ALPINE WHITE 1822340 

DIMMeRS

PLuG in MOduLeS

COOPER ACCESSORY DIMMER
The Cooper Accessory Dimmer replaces regular switches or dimmers in 
3-way or 4-way applications. Provides local ON/OFF/DIM/BRIGHTEN control. 

ALPINE WHITE 1822352  
DESERT SAND 1822353  

COOPER 600W PLUG IN APPLIANCE MODULE
The Cooper 600W ON/OFF Plug In Module provides ON/OFF control  
of attached devices locally and through TaHomA.

ALPINE WHITE 1822341 

IMAge  DeScRIPTIon  coLoRS cAT no.  
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COOPER 5 BUTTON SCENE CONTROLLER 
The Cooper 5 Button Scene Controller provides local control for up to 5 
preprogrammed Scenes.

ALPINE WHITE 1822330
DESERT SAND 1822331  

SWITcHeS

Scene conTRoLLeRS

COOPER 8A SWITCH
The Cooper 8A Wall Switch replaces regular switches for ON/OFF 
control locally and through TaHomA.

ALPINE WHITE 1822334  
DESERT SAND 1822335 

COOPER 15A SWITCH
The Cooper 15A Wall Switch replaces regular switches for ON/OFF  
control locally and through TaHomA. 

ALPINE WHITE 1822332  
DESERT SAND 1822333 

WIReLeSS AcceSSoRIeS

COOPER  BATTERY OPERATED ACCESSORY DIMMER/SWITCH
The Cooper Battery Operated Accessory Dimmer/Switch can be used to 
create 3-way or 4-way applications with no new wiring required. 
Provides local ON/OFF/DIM/BRIGHTEN control.

ALPINE WHITE   Coming  
DESERT SAND     Soon 

IMAge  DeScRIPTIon  coLoRS cAT no.  

COOPER ACCESSORY SWITCH
The Cooper Accessory Switch replaces regular switches in 3-way  
or 4-way applications. Provides local ON/OFF control. 

ALPINE WHITE 1822354
DESERT SAND 1822355 
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Products

LEVITON 4 BUTTON SCENE CONTROLLER
The Leviton 4 button Scene Controller provides ON/OFF/DIM/BRIGHT control  
locally for up to 4 preprogrammed Scenes.

WHITE/IVORY/ 1822324
LIGHT ALMOND*  

LEVITON 1000W DIMMER 
The Leviton 1000W Dimmer replaces regular switches or dimmers  
for ON/OFF/DIM/BRIGHTEN control locally and through TaHomA

WHITE/IVORY/ 1822326
LIGHT ALMOND* 

LEVITON 1000W MLV DIMMER 
The Leviton 1000W Magnetic Low Voltage Dimmer replaces regular 
switches or dimmers for  ON/OFF/DIM/BRIGHT control of magnetic  
low voltage loads locally and through TaHomA.

WHITE/IVORY/ 1822327
LIGHT ALMOND* 

LEVITON 600W ELV DIMMER
The Leviton 600W Electronic Low Voltage Dimmer replaces regular 
switches or dimmers for  ON/OFF/DIM/BRIGHT control of electronic  
low voltage loads locally and through TaHomA.

WHITE/IVORY/ 1822399
LIGHT ALMOND*  

LEVITON ACCESSORY DIMMER 
The Leviton Accessory Dimmer replaces regular switches or dimmers  
in 3-way or 4-way applications. Provides local ON/OFF/DIM/BRIGHTEN 
control. This unit is Non-RF which means it will not act as a signal 
repeater in TaHomA’s Z-Wave  mesh network.

WHITE/IVORY/ 1822396
LIGHT ALMOND*  
 

IMAge  DeScRIPTIon  coLoRS cAT no.  

Scene conTRoLLeRS

DIMMeRS

®

*Comes with all three color options in package.

®
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LEVITON 15A WALL SWITCH 
The Leviton 15A Wall Switch replaces regular switches for ON/OFF  
control locally and through TaHomA.

WHITE/IVORY/ 1822321
LIGHT ALMOND*   
 

LEVITON ACCESSORY SWITCH
The Leviton Accessory Switch replaces regular switches in 3-way or 4-way 
applications. Provides local ON/OFF control. This unit is Non-RF which means 
it will not act as a signal repeater in TaHomA’s Z-Wave  mesh network.

WHITE/IVORY/ 1822398
LIGHT ALMOND*  

LEVITON 5A WALL SWITCH
The Leviton 5A Wall Switch replaces regular switches for ON/OFF control 
locally and through TaHomA. 

WHITE/IVORY/ 1822320
LIGHT ALMOND*  
 

IMAge  DeScRIPTIon  coLoRS cAT no.  

SWITcHeS

*Comes with all three color options in package.

LEVITON 300W PLUG IN DIMMER MODULE
The Leviton 300W Plug In Dimmer Module provides ON/OFF/DIM/BRIGHT 
control of  freestanding lights locally and through TaHomA. 

WHITE 1822316  
 

LEVITON 15A PLUG IN APPLIANCE MODULE
The Leviton 15A Plug In Appliance Module provides ON/OFF control  
of appliances, small motor loads, or various freestanding lights locally 
and through TaHomA. 

WHITE 1822317 
 

PLuG in MOduLeS

®
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Products

EVOLVE LCD 5 BUTTON TABLE TOP SCENE CONTROLLER 
The Evolve 5 Button LCD Table Top Scene Controller provides local  
control for up to 5 preprogrammed Scenes. Features a backlit LCD display. 
Power supply included.

BLACK 1822365
 

EVOLVE 15A WALL SWITCH 
The Evolve 15A Wall Switch replaces regular switches for ON/OFF control locally 
and through TaHomA. 

WHITE 1822358
ALMOND 1822373 
 

EVOLVE LCD WALL MOUNT 5 BUTTON SCENE CONTROLLER
The Evolve 5 Button LCD Wall Mount Scene Controller provides local control for 
up to 5 preprogrammed Scenes. Features a backlit LCD display. 

WHITE 1822363  
ALMOND 1822379 

EVOLVE LCD 5 BUTTON DOUBLE GANG SCENE CONTROLLER
The Evolve LCD 5 Button Wall Mount Double Gang Scene Controller provides local 
control for up to 5 preprogrammed Scenes. Can accommodate existing dimmer or 
switch (not included) in the same plate and can be used in both single or double 
gang junction boxes.

WHITE 1822364  
ALMOND 1822380 

EVOLVE 300W PLUG IN DIMMER MODULE
The Evolve 300W Plug In Dimmer Module provides ON/OFF/DIM/BRIGHT control 
of freestanding lights locally and through TaHomA. It also features a convenient 
always-powered pass-through outlet. 

WHITE 1822360 

EVOLVE 15A PLUG IN APPLIANCE MODULE
The Evolve 15A Plug In Appliance Module provides ON/OFF control of appliances, 
small motor loads, or various freestanding lights locally and through TaHomA. It 
also features a convenient always-powered pass-through outlet.

WHITE  1822361  
 

EVOLVE ACCESSORY SWITCH
The Evolve Accessory Switch replaces regular switches or dimmers in 3-way or 
4-way applications. Provides local ON/OFF control. 

WHITE 1822362 
ALMOND 1822376 

IMAge  DeScRIPTIon  coLoRS cAT no.  

Scene conTRoLLeRS

PLuG in MOduLeS

SWITcHeS

DIMMeRS
EVOLVE 500W DIMMER 
The Evolve 500W Dimmer replaces regular switches or dimmers for ON/OFF/DIM/
BRIGHTEN control locally and through TaHomA. 
1000W Dimmer Coming Soon

WHITE 1822357 
ALMOND 1822372 
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EVOLVE THERMOSTAT
The Evolve Thermostat replaces regular thermostats to integrate HVAC 
control into TaHomA. Compatible with most HVAC systems.

WHITE 1824026 

EVOLVE LCD 3x5 BUTTON TABLE TOP SCENE CONTROLLER 
The Evolve 3x5 LCD Table Top Scene Controller features 3 LCD screens 
and 15 buttons for total control of lighting, HVAC, and Somfy motorized 
products through TaHomA. Power supply included.

BLACK 1822378 

IMAge  DeScRIPTIon  coLoRS cAT no.  

Scene conTRoLLeRS

THeRMoSTAT

TaHomA CONTROLLER
The main component of the TaHomA 
system, the controller connects to the 
home’s network via router. The controller 
receives user commands from a variety of 
table top and in-wall controls as well as 
web-enabled devices and smartphones 
and sends Z-Wave signals to devices within 
the TaHomA network for total control of 
lighting, HVAC, and motorized window 
coverings. Power supply included.

CAT NO. 1811151 

TaHomA CONTROLLER + ZRTSI KIT
Kit includes ZRTSI and TaHomA Controller. 

CAT NO. 1811155 

Z-Wave TO RTS INTERFACE (ZRTSI)
The Z-Wave to Radio Technology Somfy® Interface receives Z-Wave 
signals from the TaHomA controller and translates them into RTS 
commands for Somfy’s line of RTS motors. Can be used with up to 16 
individual motorized products or 16 groups of motorized products. 
Plugs into any standard 120VAC 60Hz outlet. 

CAT NO. 1870202

Z-Wave TO DIGITAL MOTOR INTERFACE (ZDMI)
The Z-Wave to Digital Motor Interface (ZDMI) receives Z-Wave control 
commands from TaHomA and translates them for Somfy’s line of digital  
motors. The ZDMI provides 2-way communication for real-time motor 
position status. One per motor. 

CAT NO. 1870171

conTRoLLeRS & AcceSSoRIeS

MOTION SENSOR 
The Motion Sensor can be used as an event trigger to activate  
preprogrammed Scenes. Up to 30 foot range, depending on obstructions. 
9V power supply included.

CAT NO. 9016812 

LEVITON DUPLEX RECEPTACLE 
The Leviton Duplex Receptacle fits into a standard wallbox and replaces 
regular receptacles, providing ON/OFF control for attached devices locally 
and through TaHomA.

WHITE*                        1822329
IVORY*    
LIGHT ALMOND*   
 

RecePTAcLe

*Comes with all three    
  color options in package.
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